Tri-Function Switch Kit

Tri-Function switch combines low and high pressure and fan operation into one function.

Diagram:
- Pressure Switch
- O' Ring
- Relay
- To Dryer
- Hose
- Number 6 Splicer with Ferrule
- To Condenser
- Assembled System

Note:
Fitting must be installed in the high pressure line.

Wiring Diagram for A/C Unit using Tri-Function Switch:

- A/C Clutch (Black/Green)
- Trinary Switch (Black/Green, Blue)
- A/C Thermo
- Fuse 12 Volt
- Fan Speed Switch (Black)
- Blower Motor (Blue, Red, Orange, Yellow)
- Radiator Fan (Ground, Fuse)
- Thermostat (Ground, Fuse)

**Wire Unit according to diagram**